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A SELECTION THEOREM
FOR TOPOLOGICAL CONVEX STRUCTURES

m. van de vel

Abstract. A continuous selection theorem has been obtained for multivalued

functions, the values of which are convex sets of certain synthetic convex struc-

tures. Applications are given related with superextensions, (semi)lattices, spaces

of order arcs, trees, Whitney levels in hyperspaces, and geometric topology. Ap-

plications to traditional convexity in vector spaces involve Beer's approximation

theorem and a fixed point theorem of Dugundji-Granas. Some other applica-

tions (a.o. an invariant arc theorem) appear elsewhere.

0. Introduction

Continuous selections of convex-valued functions were studied for the first

time by E. Michael in his by now classical paper [32]. Shortly afterwards, he

replaced convexity by a condition of equi-homotopy triviality in the sense of

LC* and C*, [33, 34]. These results require a finite dimensional domain, and

an example of Pixley [43, Theorem 1.1] shows that this restriction is essential.

To cover up with the infinite-dimensional case, Michael introduced a notion

of generalized convexity, based on "synthetic convex combinations", and he

derived a selection theorem for it, [35]. In recent years, modifications of this

result have been obtained by Curtis [10] and by Pasicki [41].
The assumptions of the Michael-Curtis and Pasicki Theorems are a compro-

mise between convexity and equi-LC properties, and their convex structures are

intimately connected with metric spaces. During the last decades, a quite differ-
ent viewpoint on synthetic convexity has been developed, which is independent

of topology. One considers a family of subsets of a given set X, regarded to
be the convex sets, subject to the following conditions.

CONY 1.  0, X are convex.

CONV 2. Intersection of a family of convex sets is convex.

CONV 3. Union of an up-directed family of convex sets is convex.

This framework is a natural one in which to formulate familiar convexity con-

cepts, such as convex hull, polytope, half-space, etc. See §§1, 2. Many papers

in the area concentrate on combinatorial problems; see [17, §6 or 12] for a
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survey. Topological problems are dealt with in [22, 23], and in most of the

author's cited papers. A monograph on set-theoretic and topological convexity

is in preparation; see [60].

In the presence of an additional topology, a natural question is whether con-

tinuous selection theory survives in this context. The main result of this paper

is an affirmative answer under a few reasonable and aesthetical conditions:

(i) All convex sets are connected.

(ii) All polytopes are compact.

(iii) Disjoint convex sets are in complementary half-spaces (Kukutani Sepa-

ration Property).

(iv) The hull operation is uniformly continuous relative to a metric which

generates the topology.

(A condition, comparable with (iv), appears in Pasicki's paper.) The entire

§3 below is devoted to a description of examples, which are discussed in the

framework of the above four conditions. It is preceded by some general results

concerning uniformly continuous hull operators (§2) to facilitate the discussion.

An important difference with the work of Michael, Curtis and Pasicki is

the absence of real parameters describing convex combinations. Their proofs

invariably use partitions of unity to get parameter values, leading to "approxi-

mate" selections or to "approximately continuous" selections. The impossibility
to apply such methods in the current axiom system forced us to design a new

approach. The idea is to use convex open sets to cut off pieces of the point-set-

values until each value set is reduced to a single point. How to cut is decided

by a separate selection procedure in nerves of convex open covers. A key result

is that such nerves are contractible. See §4.
This allows for techniques from homotopy theory in cell complexes, and

it has several applications outside the framework of selections as well: fixed
points (see 6.7, 6.8; see also [62] for a powerful Invariant Arc Theorem), and

dimension theory (see 5.2; also: [56, 58]). Applications of the selection the-

orem involve absolute retracts (5.1), Whitney levels (5.4), topological Hubert

cubes (5.5, 5.6, and also [59]), Beer's [2] approximation theorem for USC mul-

tifunctions (6.3), with an intermediate result on enlarging USC multifunctions

to continuous multifunctions (6.1), and some results on lsc and use functions in

(semi)lattice theory (6.5, 6.6) which, perhaps, are most attractive to the reader

who is knowledged in continuous (semi)lattice theory.

As the above list of results may illustrate, several applications have appeared

elsewhere during the long period while this paper was submitted (the first manu-
script is dated 1980). Several papers have been devoted to a deeper study of

uniform convex structures (which are essentially the structures with property

(iv) above). In [57], a study is made of uniform convex hyperspaces, the paper

[62] gives a lot of information about spaces of arcs, and [52] discusses some

problems on completion and compactification of uniform convex structures.

Certain results of these papers have been used essentially here.
Several problems have been left open. One of the main results of [52] is

that no totally bounded uniformity on I", n > 1 can make the standard hull

operation uniformly continuous. Is it possible to find "exotic" uniformities in

vector spaces of dimension > 1, turning the standard hull operation uniformly
continuous?
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A technical problem is whether the Kakutani Separation Property (see (iii)

above) can be omitted from the list of assumptions of selection theory. This

question is inspired by the observation that the condition is needed only in the

preliminary result on contractibility of nerves of convex open covers, not in the

actual construction of a selection.
A final type of problem is related with the fact that Michael and Curtis derive

their selection theorem in circumstances where convex combinations need not

exist for all finite sets. The equivalent viewpoint of synthetic convexity is what

we call a convex system: a collection of subsets satisfying the axioms CONV 2,

3, with CONV 1 replaced by
CONV 1'. 0 is convex (but not necessarily X).
The corresponding concept of a uniform convex system is developed in §2.

For instance, spaces of arcs usually allow for a convex system only, but we

have been able to show (3.10; also [62]) that these spaces extend to true convex

structures in such a way that their convex sets remain convex in the extension

(while preserving other relevant properties). A direct consequence is that the

selection theorem applies to such convex systems (thus reproving Curtis' result).

This leaves us with two more questions. First, is it possible to prove the selection

theorem directly for (suitable) convex systems? Second, is it possible to extend

other convex systems to convex structures in a way suggested above? This would

lead to an indirect proof of a selection theorem for convex systems.

1. Preliminaries

1.1. Set-theoretic convexity. We refer to [22, 53 or 60] for general information

on convex structures. The axioms of convexity have been described in the

introduction. We mostly omit explicit reference to the family of convex sets

(the convexity). The convex hull of a set A in a convex structure X is defined

by

co(A) = Ç\{C\A ç C ; C convex}.

The hull of a finite set is a polytope. By the third axiom of convexity, a set is

convex iff it includes the hull of each of its finite subsets.
A half-space of X is a convex set with a convex complement. There is a

list of separation axioms for convex structures, comparable with the conditions

Tx, ... ,T4 in topology. Two of them are of current interest:

Si . All singletons are convex.

S4. Disjoint convex sets extend to complementary half-spaces.

The axiom Si is assumed valid throughout this paper.

A function f : X -* Y between two convex structures is convexity preserving

(CP) provided it inverts convex sets of Y into convex sets of X.

1.2. Topological convexity. As far as topology is concerned, our notation and

terminology is taken from [19, 14]. The term map is used exclusively for con-

tinuous functions. Uniformities are described in terms of coverings.
A topological convex structure consists of a set, equipped with both a convexity

and a topology, such that all polytopes are closed. If, in addition, the closure of

each convex set is convex, then the structure is called closure stable. A concept

of interior stability can be defined similarly. In [6, Theorem 2] it is shown that
an ordinary compact convex set with its "relative" convexity need not be interior

stable. This may illustrate that interior stability is not a frequent requirement,
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in contrast with closure stability (see the example list in §3, or see Theorem

2.4).

1.3. Convex systems. These are obtained by dropping the requirement that the

entire space is a convex set. A subset F of a convex system is called admissible

provided it is included in some convex set of the system. Such sets constitute

the domain of the hull operator of the system. As with convex structures, it is

assumed that at least all singletons are convex.
Observe that a convex subset of a convex system is turned into a true convex

structure relative to the family of its convex subsets. We will regard a convex

system as a "system" of (mutually compatible) convex structures. Some termi-

nology about convex structures can be adapted as follows. A convex system is

S4 if each of its convex sets is S4 . A topological convex system is one with an

additional topology for which all polytopes (hulls of finite admissible sets) are

closed.

1.4. Hyperspaces, multifunctions, and selections. Let X be a topological

space. Its hyperspace H(X) is the collection of all nonempty closed subsets

of X, equipped with the Vietoris (orfinite) topology. If Ax, ... , A„ are sub-

sets of X, then (A\,... , A„) denotes the collection

\ C £ H(X)\C q\Ja¡; Ví = 1,..., n: CnA,-± 0 l .

A multifunction (or: a multivalued function) of X to Y is a relation F ç X x Y

such that the value sets

F(x) = {y\(x,y)£F}       (x £ X)

are nonempty. We adopt the functional viewpoint, writing F : X —o-> Y.

For a set O ç Y we put

F~l(0) = {x\F(x) nO/0};     F^(O) = {x\F(x) ç 0}.

If X and Y are spaces, then F is lower semicontinuous (LSC) if F~l(0)

is open in X for each open set O ç Y. F is upper semicontinuous (USC)

provided F^(O) is open in X for each open set O ç Y. A multifunction

which is both LSC and USC is called continuous for short. If all value sets of

F are closed in Y, then F can be seen as a function X -» H(Y), and the two

resulting notions of continuity agree.

A selection of a multifunction F : X -o-* F is a function / : X —* Y with

f(x) £ F(x) for all x £ X. If A ç X and /: A -» Y satisfies f(a) e F (a)
for all a £ A , then / is called a partial selection of F (over A).

2. Compatible uniform structures

2.1. Uniform convex structures. Let (X ,*£) be a convex structure and let p

be a (covering) uniformity on X. We say that p is compatible provided all

polytopes are closed in the uniform topology and for each uniform cover % £ p

there is a uniform cover "V £ p such that

(*) VC £ % : co(st(C, T)) c st(C, 2Q.

The triple (X, p, W) is called a uniform convex structure. The cover 'V with

the property (*) is referred to as the corresponding or the associated refinement

of W.
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A topological convex structure is uniformizable provided there is a uniformity

generating the topology and which is compatible with the convexity.

We first give an equivalent description of compatibility. Recall [19, p. 572]

that a uniformity p on a space X can be "lifted" to the hyperspace H(X) in
the following way. Let % £ p. Two sets A, B £ H(X) are %-close provided

A ç s\(B, 20 and B ç sX(A, 20. The sets of type

[A,%T] = {B£ H(X)\A, B are ^-close},        A £ H(X),

form a covering of H(X), and these covers constitute a uniformity base in

H(X). Note that on the subspace HC(X) of all compact sets, the uniform

topology equals the usual Vietoris topology.

2.2. Lemma. Let X be a convex structure and let %, "V be two covers of X.

Then the following assertions are equivalent.

( 1 ) co(st(C, 2H) ç st(C, 20 for all convex sets CQX.
(2) If F, G ç X are finite and *V-close, then co(F), co(C7) are V-close.

Proof. Assume (1) and let F,GCX be ^"-close. Then G ç st(F,T) and
consequently

co(G) ç co(st(co(F), T)) ç st(co(F), <i¿).

Replacing the role of F, G then yields (2).
Assume (2) and let C ç X be convex. If x £ co(st(C, W)) then there is a

finite set F ç st(C, 'V) with x £ co(F). For each a £ F we obtain a point

b £ C such that {a, b} ç V for some V £ W. In this way we obtain a finite set

G ç C which is 2^-close to F . Consequently, co(C7) is 2^-close to co(F) and

in particular there is a point u £ co(G) and a U £ %f such that {u, x} ç U.

We find that u £ C is ^-close to x , and hence that x £ st(C, ^).   ü

We let Hnn(X) denote the subspace of H(X) consisting all of finite sets.

The last result yields:

2.3. Theorem. Let X be a topological convex structure and let p be a unifor-

mity on X generating the topology of X. Then p is compatible iff the operator

co: Hñn(X) ^ H(X)

is uniformly continuous.   D

2.4. Theorem. A uniformizable convex structure is closure stable.

Proof. Let p be a compatible uniformity. For each % £ p we fix a cover

V £ p, associated to %. If C ç X is convex, then

C = f|{st(C, 201Í/ £p} = f|{co(st(C, 2C))|Í/ 6 p},

from which it follows that C is convex.   D

2.5. Theorem. The following are equivalent for a compact Hausdorff topological

convex structure X.

(1) X is a uniform convex structure.

(2) The convex closure operator, defined by

co*(^) = f|{C|^çC, C convex closed}       (AeH(X)),

is continuous on H(X).
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Proof. The continuity of the operator co on Hñn and the third axiom of con-

vexity imply that the nonempty closed convex sets of X form a closed subset

of H(X). By the definition of uniform convexity, each compact convex set

has a neighborhood base (in X), consisting of convex sets. The first assertion

implies that co* is LSC, the second one implies that co* is USC [22, III.7, 8].
The operator co* is uniformly continuous by the compactness of H(X) and

its restriction to //fmW equals co by the fact that polytopes are closed.   G

In regard of Theorem 2.4, we have co*(^4) = Cl(co(^)) for each subset A

of a uniform convex structure. There is an example [22, p. 60] of a compact

topological convex structure X (a subset of the separable Hilbert space ¡2,

actually), such that the hull operator is continuous on Hnn(X), whereas the

convex closure operator fails to be continuous on the whole of H(X).

2.6. Theorem. Let (X, p, fê) be a uniform convex structure. Then for each

U £ p there is a V £ p with the following property. If C ç X is convex, then

there is a convex open set OCX such that

(*) st(C, T) ç O ç st(C, %?).

Proof. We fix two sequences of covers (24)~0 and (^¡)£L0> where % = %?

24+1 is a star refinement of 24 , and % is associated to %f„+x for each n .

We verify that T~ — %o is as required. To this end, let C = Co be convex and

inductively define C„+i = co(st(C„ , Wn)). Then

Cn ç Int(C„+i) ;    Cn+X ç st(C„ , 2/„+1).

The second formula yields that

st(C„+i, 2V.) ç st(st(C„ , K+i), K+x)) Ç st(C„, K) ■

Therefore,
oo oo

(J Cn Ç  (J St(C„ , K) = St(C0 , %) •
n=0 n=0

The set on the left is convex open and is in between st(Co, %) and st(Co, 2<o).

D

A topological convex structure is called (properly) locally convex if each of its

points has a neighborhood base consisting of convex (open) sets. See [21 and

30], where a slightly different terminology is used for compact convex sets in

vector spaces. The previous result implies that a uniformizable convex structure

is properly locally convex. See 3.1 for a further discussion.

2.7. Theorem. Let X be a uniform S4 convex structure. Then each two non-

proximate convex sets can be separated by a uniformly continuous CP function

/:*-»[<), 1].
Proof. Let p be the given uniformity on X, and let C, D be convex sets

which are nonproximate, that is:

32^ £p: st(C,2/)nst(D,2/) = 0.

Let 'V £ p be associated to 2< as in 2.6. This gives us two convex open sets

O, P of X with

st(C ,T)C0C st(C, 20 ;        st(Z) ,T)ÇPQ s\(D, 20 •
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We find that O n P = 0 and by the axiom S4 there is a half-space H with the
properties O ç H ; P CiH = 0 . For convenience, we label H as Hx¡2 ■ Note

that both pairs of convex sets (C, X\HX/2) ; (Hx¡2, D) are nonproximate (use

a uniform star refinement of 'V), and hence that the above "screening" process

can be iterated. In a routine way, this leads to a collection of half-spaces H,

for 0 < t < 1 dyadic, such that the following hold for all dyadic numbers s, t.

( 1 ) Ht is increasing with t.

(2) Both pairs (C, X\Ht) and (Ht,D) are nonproximate.

(3) If s < t then the pair (Hs, X\Ht) is nonproximate.

Define a function /: X -> [0, 1] by the prescription

f(x) = inf{t\x£Ht}.

It is understood that in the right-hand expression, t is a dyadic variable and

the infimum of the empty set is 1. In particular, / maps C to 0 and D to 1
by (2). By (1), we find that

f(x) = sup{t\x i Ht},

(with sup(0) = 0), and it is not difficult now to conclude that the sets f"l[0,r],

f~x[r, 1] are convex for each r £ [0, 1]. This shows / to be CP. On the other

hand, a uniform cover of [0, 1] admits a Lebesgue number t -2~n . To see that

/ is uniformly continuous, it suffices to verify that the sets f~l[kt, (k + 2)t]

for k = 0, 1, ... , 2" - 2 constitute a uniform cover of X. This is immediate
from (2) and (3).   D

The nonproximity condition in 2.7 reflects the well-known criterion in vector

spaces that two convex sets can be separated by a continuous linear functional

iff the origin is not adherent to the algebraic difference of the sets.

2.8. Theorem. Let X be a uniform convex structure with compact polytopes.

Then the convex hull of a totally bounded set is totally bounded. If X is uniformly

complete, then the closed convex hull of a compact set is compact.

Proof. Let A ç X be totally bounded and let V be a uniform cover of X.

Consider a sequence of uniform covers 'V < 2" < 2^, where 2^' is a star

refinement of 2^ and 'V is associated to 2*".  Fix a finite set F ç A with

A ç st(F, T~). Then,

co(A) C co(st(F, T)) C st(co(F), 20.

Polytopes being compact, a finite subcover U[, ... , Un of 2" can be found on

co(F). After choosing t/, 6 2/ such that st({// ,W) CU¡ for i = I, ... , n,
we find that

n

co(A) C st(co(F), 20 C [J U¡.
1=1

This shows that co(,4) is totally bounded; the second half of the theorem follows

easily.   G

For results on completion of uniform convex structures, see [52].

2.9. Definitions. If (X ,&) is a convex system and if p is a uniformity on X,

then p is compatible provided all polytopes are closed in the uniform topology,

and for each 2^ 6 p there is a 'V e p such that 3^-close admissible sets have
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2^-close hulls. Compare with the formulation in Lemma 2.2. In these circum-

stances, the triple (X, p, W) is called a uniform convex system. Note that each

convex subspace of the system is turned into uniform convex structure, and that

the various hull operators of such subspaces are equi-uniformly continuous. A
topological convex system admitting a uniformity as above, inducing the given

topology, is called uniformizable.

A uniform convex structure (system) (X, W) is called metric provided the

uniformity is generated by a metric d ; then the topological convex structure
(system) (X, W) is called metrizable and the metric d is said to be compatible.

For A ç X nonempty and r > 0, we write B(A, r) = {x\d(x, A) < r}.
By definition, d is compatible iff for each r > 0 there is an 5 > 0 with

co B(C, s) ç B(C, r) for each nonempty convex set C. According to Theorem

2.6, it can be taken care of that some convex open set is in between B(C, s)

and B(C, r). In general, the open balls themselves need not be convex (not

even the balls centered at one point).

3. Examples

3.1. Linear spaces. The traditional concept of a convex set in a linear space

X leads to the standard convexity on X, which is S4 by an old result of Kaku-

tani [24]. A topology on X making vector addition and scalar multiplication

continuous turns this convexity into a topological one with compact polytopes

and with connected convex sets.

If X is locally convex, then the canonical translation-invariant uniformity

is compatible with the standard convexity: let 2^ be the cover of all translates

of a neighborhood U of the origin 0. If V, W are neighborhoods of 0 such
that V ç U is convex and W-WC V, then st(C, W) ç C+ V ç st(C, 20 ,
where W denotes the cover of all IF-translates and the set C + V is convex.

Conversely, if some uniformity on X is compatible with the standard convexity,

then X has a basis of convex open sets by Theorem 2.6, whence X is locally

convex. Note that the compatible uniformity need not be the canonical one.

For X = R, the uniformity based on all finite convex open covers and the tree-

uniformities advocated in 3.8 below are compatible as well. It is not known

whether there exist other compatible uniformities on locally convex linear spaces

of higher dimension. A partial (negative) answer is given in [52]. Finally, a

metrizable linear space admits a translation-invariant metric, [26, p. 48], and

hence the standard convexity of a locally convex metrizable convex space is

metrizable.
Let X be a compact convex set in a topological vector space, equipped with

the relative convexity. If X is (intrinsically) locally convex, then [30 or 44] X

can be affinely embedded into a locally convex linear space. Consequently, such

an X is uniformizable as a convex structure. No direct proof of this fact is

known yet. A corresponding result for noncompact convex subsets is not known

to be valid.

3.2. Michael-Curtis and Pasicki convexity. A convex structure in the sense of

Michael [35] consists of a metric space (X, d), together with a sequence of

functions

kn:MnxA"-i->X       (»=1,2,...),
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where Mn is a subspace of X" including the diagonal and Am is the standard

w-simplex. The following conditions are assumed. For an «-tuple u we use

di(u) to denote the (n - l)-tuple, obtained from u by deleting the /th entry.

(1) kx(x, l) = x;
(2) If x £ Mn then d¡(x) £ Mn-X, and if t¡ = 0 then k„(x, t) =

k„-i(d¡x, dtt).
(3) If x £ M„ and x¡ = xi+x then (with t - (tx, ... , tn)),

kn(X > *) = i^n-\\OiX, tX ,...,{/ + i(+i , ... , tn),

(4) Each function k„ is continuous in the variable t £ A"-1.
(5) If e > 0 then for each n £ N and x £ M„ there is a á = <5(x) > 0 with

d(k„(x, i)> /c„(x', i)) < e whenever x' € Af„ is ¿-close to x and í £ A"-1

(equi-continuity in x).

Essentially, Curtis' definition [10] differs only in omitting condition (3) and in
requiring equi-uniform continuity in (5). The functions k„ are interpreted as

"convex combinations" and following Michael or Curtis, a subset is convex if
convex combinations of its points exist and are in the set. Note that this gives

a convex system.
The main difficulty in comparing this notion of convexity with our lies in the

fact that the initial emphasis is on certain external operations, rather than on
the convex sets. In fact, one may wonder whether there have to exist nontrivial

convex sets under the assumptions (l)-(5), even if M„ - X" for all n .

What can be said is that the convex hull operator of a Michael convexity need

not be continuous. Take, for instance, a compact metric absolute retrace (AR)

which is not locally an AR, [5]. As with any AR, X admits a Michael convexity,

obtained from embedding X in a Banach space as a closed subset of its convex

hull, [19], and by "retracting" convex combinations back to X. Now, let p £ X

be a point where X is not locally an AR. Specifically, there is a neighborhood

U of p, no subneighborhood of which is an AR. If the convex hull operator

Hfm(X) -* H(X) is continuous at {p} , then there is a neighborhood V of p

with co(F) ç U for each finite set F ç V, meaning that co(F) Ç U. One can
even take care that Cl(co(F)) ç U. However, any Michael convexity is closure

stable (by virtue of (5)), and the convex set Cl(co(F)) is an AR, [35, p. 559],
a contradiction.

Both Michael and Curtis use convexity on the exclusive purpose of obtaining a

selection theorem. A different notion of "parameterized" convexity has recently

been proposed by Pasicki, [41]. Essentially, it consists of one function of type

&2 only, defined on the whole of X2. Pasicki obtains a selection theorem

under the additional assumption that a certain hull-like operator is uniformly

continuous. As with the Michael-Curtis convexity, the explicit introduction of

parameterized convex combinations makes it difficult to compare this notion

with ours.

3.3. Median convexity. In lattice theory one frequently encounters the con-

vexity consisting of all order-convex sublattices. It was shown in [55, 3.5] that

this convexity is S4 iff the lattice is distributive. A basic ingredient in proving

this is the classical theorem of Stone on separation of lattice points by prime
ideals. See [18, p. 418] for a unified proof of Stone's and Kakutani's (see 3.1)

separation theorems.
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The Helly number of a convex structure is defined to be the least n £ N

such that every finite family of convex sets meeting n by n has a nonempty

intersection.  The above described convexity on a lattice has a Helly number
< 2. The median operator of a distributive lattice (L, A, V) is the function

m: L3 —> L;        m(x, y, z) = (x Ay) V (y A z) V (z A x).

A subset X ç L is called median-stable provided m(X3) ç X. Somewhat

surprisingly, the class of all S4 convex structures of Helly number < 2 can

be characterized in first-order terms as the class of median-stable subsets of

distributive lattices (with relative convexity), [55, 3.6].

Compact trees, where connected sets are taken convex, are perhaps the sim-

plest type of example (see 3.8 for a discussion of not necessarily compact trees).

The superextension of a T4 space X is the space X(X), whose points are the
maximal families of pairwise intersecting closed sets of X, with a Wallman-

type topology given as follows. If A ç X is closed, then A+ is the set of all

/ £ X(X) with A £ I. The sets of this type are taken as a closed subbase. The

resulting space is compact Hausdorff, and the above described subbasic sets can
also be used to generate a convexity on X(X), which is of the median type.

Two more classes of examples arise from the following recent results. Among

the Banach spaces with "metric convexity" the Li (,u)-spaces are precisely the

median ones, [64, 4.6]. In [61], the author characterized collapsible cubical

polyhedra in terms of the existence of a median convexity on the underlying

polyhedron.
A locally convex, median, S4 convexity on a compact space X has two more

properties of interest:

(1) If X is connected, then so is each convex subset of X, [38, 2.5].

(2) If X is (topologically) metrizable, then there is a metric on X with
B(C, r) convex for each convex set X and r > 0, [37, 3.6]. Hence X is

metrizable as a convex structure.

3.4.   Semilattices.   Let (S, A) be a (meet) semilattice. The collection of all

order-convex subsemilattices is a convexity on S  which will be considered

throughout. See [23] for other possible convexities on a semilattice. The canon-
ical convexity has the Kakutani separation property.

This can be seen as follows. For A ç S we denote

< (A) = {x\x < a};        > (A) = {x\x > a}.

Let C, D ç S be disjoint convex subsets of S and suppose that < (CriD) and

Cn < (D) are both nonempty. This gives us four points cx, C2 £ C, dx, d2 £ D

with dx < cx and C2 < ß?2 • As C, D are semilattices, we find that the point

c - cx A C2 is in C and that the point d = dx A ¿2 is in D. As C, D are

order-convex, we conclude from the inequalities

d < cx A ú?2 < ¿2 ;        c < cx A ¿2 < cx

that cx A ¿2 is common to C, D, contradictory to the assumption. So assume

< (C) n D = 0. Note that then Cn > (D) = 0. The set > (D) is easily seen
to be a half-space; it separates between C and D.

Let 5 now be a compact T2 semilattice. In particular, the meet operator

S x S —» S is assumed continuous.   Then S clearly is a topological convex
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Figure 1. A semilattice with a discontinuous interval

operator

structure. The following conditions on S are equivalent [20, pp. 273, 284-

285]:

(1) S has small lattices (or: is a Lawson semilattice), that is: each point

has a neighborhood base consisting of subsemilattices.
(2) 5 is locally convex.
(3) The operator H(S) -* S ; A h-> inf(v4), is continuous.

The convex closure of a compact set A ç S equals {x|inf(^) < x < a for

some a £ A}. This may suggest that the convex closure operator is continuous

iff S is locally convex. However, the set

S = {(x,y, z)\z = 0, 0<y <x <l, or, 0 < x = y < 1, 0<z<l}

describes a compact subsemilattice of the 3-cube (coordinate-wise meet). See
Figure 1. The convex closure operator of this locally convex space fails to be

continuous at subsets of the edge joining the origin with the point (1, 1,0).

Apparently, the behavior of the intervals [a, b] = {x\a < x < b} for a < b

in S has to be incalculated: S has a continuous convex closure operator iff it

is locally convex and the intervals [a, b] depend continuously on the pair of

endpoints a < b .

As a final point of interest, all convex sets in a compact semilattice S are con-

nected iff S is arcwise connected (an arc being a totally ordered subcontinuum;

see also 3.10).

3.5. Lattices. We have already touched upon a convexification of lattices in

3.3. The resulting structure is particularly useful in case the lattice is completely

distributive. In compact T2 lattices which fail to have that property, a second
choice is to consider the convexity of all order-convex meet subsemilattices.

In this convexity, intervals do depend continuously on their endpoints and

hence—as observed in 3.4—the proposed convexity is uniform iff the lattice has

small meet semilattices. Moreover, the convexity is S4 (cf. 3.4), regardless of
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whether the distributive property holds. Finally, all convex sets are connected
if the original lattice is [23, p. 365].

3.6. Convex hyperspaces: the semilattice viewpoint. If (X ,W) is a topological

convex structure, then C(X, W) denotes the subspace of H(X), consisting of

all compact convex sets in X. The resulting space is known as the convex

hyperspace of (X, W), [57]. The space C(X, W) can be seen as a semilattice

in circumstances where the closed convex hull of the union of two compacta

C, D is compact: the "meet" is co*(C U D). This is the case e.g. if (X, W) is

completely uniformizable (Theorem 2.8). The simplest situation occurs when

X is merely compact and the convex closure operator is continuous on the
hyperspace of all compacta (Theorem 2.5). Then C(X, %?) is compact (being

a retract of H(X)). In addition, it has small semilattices (see also [48]), and

its intervals depend continuously on their endpoints. Hence, by the discussion

in 3.4, the semilattice C(X, ^) is a uniform convex structure. By [23, p. 369],

it is arcwise connected iff all convex sets in X are connected.

3.7. Convex hyperspaces: the Vietoris point of view.  For a (general) topological

convex structure (X, W) there is a different way to convexify C(X, W). With

the notation of 1.4, the collection of all sets of type

(C)nC(I,f)   or   (C,X)nC(X,W)

(where Cçl is convex closed) generates a convexity on C(X, W) which is

said to be induced by ^, [57, 1.1]. According to [57], a compact convex set A

is in the convex hull of Ax, ... , A„ £ C(X,%?) iff A is included in the convex

closure of (J"=i Á¡ and A meets co{ai, ... , an} for each choice of a¡ £ A¡.

A compatible uniformity on X can be lifted to a compatible uniformity on

C(X, W) provided the convex closure of the union of two compacta is com-

pact. In particular, metrizability of convex structures is preserved when passing
to convex hyperspaces. Other preserved properties are: S4, compactness of

polytopes, and connectedness of convex sets. See [57, 1.3, 1.5].

The induced convexity has properties quite distinct from those of the semi-
lattice convexity. For instance, its Helly number (cf. 3.3) is usually much lower,

and it inherits certain properties from the base space which a semilattice convex-
ity almost never possess; see [54] for details. The main advantage of the present

construction over the one in 3.6 is, that compactness of the base space is not

required in certain applications (compare 6.1 and 6.5 below). On the other

hand, a semilattice convexity is always S4 (see 3.4) whereas for the induced

convexity, this depends on whether or not the original convexity is S4 .

3.8. Topological trees. Recall that a tree-like space is a connected Hausdorff

space in which every two distinct points can be separated with a third one. A tree

is a locally connected tree-like space. A compact tree-like space is automatically

locally connected, [65, Lemma 4]. The collection of all connected subsets of a

tree turns out to be a median convexity, [53, 2.10].

We now show that if a tree X is completely regular, then the corresponding
convex structure is uniformizable. Let p be any uniformity on X (there is one

by complete regularity). For 2^ £ p, let 2^' denote the open cover, consisting
of all components of members of 2^. The coverings so obtained constitute a

basis for another uniformity p', which is easily seen to be compatible with the

tree convexity. Note that p! is complete if p is. If d is a metric for p, then
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p has a countable base of coverings 2^, and the corresponding coverings %'

then yield a countable base for p! . It follows that p' is metric too, [19, p. 533].

3.9. Uniform quotients of convex structures. The procedure which we describe

next has been introduced in [39] to obtain results in dimension theory. Let

(X, p, W) be a uniform convex structure, and let p' be a subuniformity of

p. Suppose that each cover in p' has an associated refinement (in the sense of

Definition 2.1) in p! . Let '=' denote the equivalence relation on X determined

by p', and let q : X -> X = X/ = be the quotient map. Put

W = {C\q~l(C) £W};        p = {U\q~l(U) £ p'}.

It was shown in [39, §2] that

(1) (X, p, ^) is a uniform convex structure.

(2) ^ is S4 provided W is.

(3) W has compact polytopes provided W has.

(4) The direct and inverse image under q of a convex set are convex.

For compact X, such subuniformities are completely determined by a USC
equivalence relation on X with closed equivalence classes, such that the satu-
ration of a convex set is convex.

Figure 2 illustrates how a tree (the "character F") can be obtained as a

quotient of the two-cell with its standard convexity. In fact, by complicating

the method, any compact metric tree can be obtained as a quotient of the two-
cell.

A more effective way of constructing uniform quotients in convexity is pro-

vided by the "Factorization Theorem," [39, 3.1]. This result can be seen at work
in 6.8 below.

Figure 2. Uniform quotient of the two-cell

3.10. Spaces of arcs. An (order) arc in a partially ordered space F is a to-

tally ordered subcontinuum. The set T(Y) of all order arcs is topologized as

a (closed) subspace of the hyperspace of compacta, HC(Y). Such spaces were

considered by Eberhart, Nadler and Nowell in [16] for Y = C(X), the hy-
perspace of subcontinua of a metric continuum X. We let A(F) denote the
subspace of T(Y), consisting of all maximal arcs. For Y = C(X), this space

was considered in [10].

A convex system can be constructed on T(F) as follows. Assume that each

lower set < (y) for y £ Y is a topological meet sublattice. If ax, ... , a„ £
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T(F) join the same pair of points in F, then the hull of ax, ... , a„ is defined

to be the set of all arcs a which are in between ax, ... , an, that is: a joins

the same pair of points and is built up with points of type

(1) ax A • • • A a„ , with ax £ ax, ... , a„ £ an .

Taking into account the third axiom of convexity, one can verify that this pre-

scription determines a convex system on T(Y). Its convex sets live on order-

convex subspaces of F with a top and a bottom element.
In [10], a Michael-type convex system (see 3.2) was built on A(C(X)) for

X a metric continuum. Note that maximal arcs join some singleton to X. A

"convex combination" can be taken only of a finite set of arcs, starting at the

same singleton. The resulting arc is built up with points as in (1) above (the

"meet operation" is simply the union of subcontinua).

We showed in [62] that if S is an arcwise connected Lawson semilattice (see

3.4), then the resulting convex structure on A(S) is uniform, S4 (this is tricky!),
that it has connected convex sets, and that its polytopes are compact. Moreover,

the "modulus" of uniform continuity equals the one of the infimum operator
H(X) —> 5. For Y = C(X), with X a continuum, we have a family of arcwise

connected Lawson semilattices, one for each pair of subcontinua A ç B , with

an equi-continuous set of "union" operators. It follows that our convex system

on the Eberhart-Nadler-Nowell space is uniformizable (and even metrizable if

X is).
The following result states that a convex system of arcs can be extended

to a convex structure in a way that makes the forthcoming selection theorem

applicable. The term "subspace" refers to both topology and convexity.

Theorem [62, 3.5]. Let X be a continuum. Then there is a uniform S4 convex

structure Z with compact polytopes and with connected convex sets, together

with a topological embedding of TC(X) into Z such that each convex subspace

of TC(X) is a convex subspace of Z . Moreover, Z is metrizable if X is.   G

4. The selection theorem

We briefly recall some conventions, notation, and terminology. See [46]

for details. The simplices of a simplicial convex S will be denoted by Greek

a, p, ... and its vertex set is again denoted by S. We let l^l be the geometric

realization of S and \S\q its ¿/-skeleton. A simplicial function a: S —> T has

a unique PL-extension \a\: \S\ -> |F|.
A family cf of subsets of a set X induces a simplicial convex with vertex set

cf ; its simplices are the finite subsets of cf with a nonempty intersection. The

geometric realization of cf is called the nerve of cf. A simplex {Ox, ... , 0„}

of cf is on a subset A of X provided f)*_, O,: n A ^ 0 . The simplices on A

constitute a subcomplex cf(A) of cf.
If ¿P is a second family of subsets of X, then a refinement function a :

3s —> cf is a simplicial function satisfying P ç a(P) for each P £^B . In these

circumstances, & is called a refinement of cf, in symbols: & < cf.

4.1. Theorem. Let X be a closure stable and S4 convex structure with con-

nected convex sets and with compact polytopes, let C ç X be nonempty convex,

and let cf be a family of convex open sets of X covering C. Then the polyhedron

\cf (C)\ is contractible.
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Proof. We proceed in two stages.

(I) The theorem holds for finite convex open covers of a convex set.
Let cf be a finite collection of convex open (in X) sets covering C, and

let 5 be the total number of simplices occurring in cf (C). If s = 1 we are

done. We proceed by induction as follows. Each simplex of cf(C) extends to

a maximal one. If only one maximal simplex occurs, then the result is evident.

Suppose cti and 02 are distinct maximal simplices. Then f\(TXDC and fl^nC

are disjoint convex sets whence by the Kakutani separation property there is a
half-space H ç X with

f]o-xnCCH;        Ç]a2nCCX\H.

Let Ci = Cl(CnH); C2 = Cl(C\H). Then \cf(Cx)\ U \cf(C2)\ = cfc. On
the other hand, if a simplex a is in cf(C¡) for 1 = 1,2 then the nonempty

connected set f| a meets Ci, C2 and hence it meets C\ n C2. This shows

that cf(Cx) ncf (C2) = cf(Cx n C2). Note that f]ax is disjoint with C2 and
that H cr2 is disjoint with Ci since f| a\ > fl ff2 are open sets. Consequently,

the polyhedra cf (Cx), cf (C2), cf(Cx n ¿2) each have less than s simplices and
by inductive assumption, they are contractible. Then [5, p. 90] the polyhedron

cf(C) = cf(Cx)Ucf(C2) is contractible.

(II) The theorem holds for arbitrary convex open covers of a convex set.

Let cf be a convex open covering of the convex set C, and let K ç \cf(C)\

be compact. Then [46, p. 113] there is a compact polyhedron P ç \cf(C)\

including K. Let cf' be the set of vertices of P. For each simplex a of P

we fix a point in f] a n C. The convex hull of the selected points is a compact

subset C0 of C and it is covered by a finite subcollection cf" of cf. For

&> = tf' U cf ", we find that K ç P c &>(C0), and the last polyhedron is
contractible by the first part of the proof. This shows that |c^(C)| is weakly

homotopy trivial and hence [46, p. 405] that this polyhedron is contractible.   a

We now proceed with a proof of a selection theorem. We first concentrate

on multifunctions with a finite dimensional domain.

4.2. Proposition. Let X be an S4 topological convex structure with compact

polytopes and with connected convex sets, and let d be a compatible metric. If

Y is a finite dimensional paracompact space and if F: Y -o-> X is an LSC

multivalued function with convex and d-complete value sets, then F admits a

continuous selection.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6, X has a base of uniform convex open covers. Let cfo

be such a cover and consider the multifunction

S0:Y^\cfo\;       S0(y) = \cf0(F (y))\.

The greater part of our efforts are spent on a proof of the following result.

Lemma. There is a continuous selection s of So with the following properties.

(i) If q denotes dim(F), then s(Y) ç \ôf0\9.
(ii) Each y £ Y has a neighborhood Wy such that s(Wy) is relatively com-

pact.

Let cf¿ and tfx be uniform convex open covers of which the first one star

refines cfo and the second one is associated to cf¿ as in (*) of 2.1. We consider
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a composed refinement map ax: cfx ■£• cf¿ —> cfo , where ß is chosen such that

st(<7, cf¿) ç ß(0) for all O' e cf¿ . The multifunction Sx : Y -> \cfx | is defined
by Sx(y) = \cfx(F(y))\. Note that the refinement map |ai| maps Sx(y) into

So(y) ■ We first verify the following.
(1) If AC Y is nonempty and f]a€ASx(a) ^ 0, then the restriction

f)Sx(a)-+Ç)So(a)
aeA a€A

of \ax\ is null homotopic.
Indeed, if a £ A then for each simplex a of f]aeA Sx (a) we can fix a point

in Ç\a n F (a), and we let C(a) denote the hull of these points. We also fix
a point p £ A for reference. Now C(a), C(p) are the hull of cfx-close sets

and hence are cf0'-close. Also, y maps f]aeASx(a) into cf¿(C(p)), which is

contractible by Theorem 4.1.
So it suffices to show that ß maps the last named complex into f]aeA ̂ o(a) •

To this end, let a ç cf¿ be a simplex on C(p) and fix a point x £ f) <r n C(p).

For each se^ the set C(a) is ¿f0'-close to C(p) and hence there is a point

xa G C(a) such that x, xa occur together in some O^ £ cf¿. Hence for every

O £ a we have 0(0*) D st(i7, c%') D O u C^, showing that xa e n^(^) •

Hence the image simplex is in f]aeA S0(a).
By repeating the above constructions, we obtain a sequence of uniform convex

open covers and of refinement functions

cfq^cfq_x^-..^tfo,

where q — dim F, together with a sequence of multifunctions

Sj-.Y^ \efj\;       Sj(y) = \<?j(F(y))\,        ; = 0,..., q,

with the following property:
(2) If AC Y is nonempty and if f]aeA Sj+X(a) ^ 0 then the restriction

f)Sj+x(a)-> Ç)Sj(a)
a€A a€A

o/|o,+i| is homotopy trivial.

As F is LSC, we obtain an open cover

F-\cf) = {F-\0)\0£cf}

of Y, which admits a ^-dimensional open refinement 'V . We now construct

a commutative diagram of maps as indicated below.

|2H° -► ••• \W\i   -►     \T\>+X    ■■■ -►|^| = |2^|«

roi H rj+l rq\

\cfq\° -> ■■■\%-j\j- \cfq-j-x\i+{-►       |^0l'?
K-jl

For each simplex o C "V, define a subset of Y by A(a) = f]a. Note that

^(rj) ^ 0. For each V £CV, choose Ov in such a way that V ç F~[(Ov),

and put r0(V) - Oy . Evidently,
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(3; 0) For each simplex a C 'V, the function r0 maps \a\° into the 0-

skeletonof Ç]a&A{(r) Sq(a).

We proceed by induction to construct mappings r¡ for j < q as suggested in

the diagram and such that

(h; j) For each simplex a C 'V, the function r¡ maps \o\j into the j-

skeleton of f)aeA(o)S<i-j(a) • For I < Q ■> tne step J •—+ J + 1 is made as

follows. Let x ç'V be a (j + l)-simplex. Then the composition of its re-

striction |t|; —► (f]aeA^Sq-j(a)y with aq-j is null homotopic in the complex

f]aeA^Sq-j-X(a), and hence within its (j + l)-skeleton (cellular approxima-

tion theorem, [46, p. 404]). This homotopy determines rj+x on t, and fitting

these pieces of maps together yields a mapping rj+x as suggested. Statement

(3; j + 1) is clear for simplices a of dimension < j + I. Suppose a is of

dimension > j + 1. If r is a (j + l)-face of a we have A(x) 2 A(a), whence

H S9-j-i(a)ç   fl  St-j-i{a).
a£A(x) aeA(o)

Hence |<t|-'+1 is mapped into the (j + 1)-skeleton of the last complex.
This completes the construction of the diagram, producing a mapping r = ra .

By the paracompactness of Y, there is a partition of unity (gv)vev subordi-
nate to 'V, [19, p. 374]. For y £ Y we fix a neighborhood Wv on which only

finitely many gv do not vanish. We obtain a mapping g : Y —* \V\ with the

following property.
(4) For each y £ Y, the set g(Wy) is included in a compact full subcomplex

of \V\ built with the vertices V satisfying supp(giO CiWy^0.
The desired selection of So is defined as the composition r o g. We check

its properties. Let y £ Y and let a = {V0, ... , Vp} (p < q) be the smallest

simplex of V with g(y) £ \a\. Then y¡ £ Ç]pi=0 V¡ = A(a). By (3, q), we find

that rg(y) £ (r\ae/na) So(A))q ç So(y)q, showing that s = rg is a selection of

So ranging into the ^-skeleton of \cfo\. By (4), we also conclude that s(Wy) is

relatively compact in |c%|, establishing the lemma.
We now start with the construction of a selection from F. Let e > 0 and

let cf = {0¡\i e 1} be a uniform convex open cover of X with sets of diameter

< e . Consider S: Y —o—► \cf\ as above and let 5 be a selection of S satisfying

properties (1) and (2) of the lemma. Then s can be decomposed into its affine

coordinate functions s¡: Y —» [0, 1 ], which are all continuous. For each y £ Y

we put

c,(F) = {°"   tf^W^/i + i;
\ X,    otherwise.

Consider a new multifunction defined as follows.

G: Y ̂ ~ X;        G(y) = Cl If] C,(y) n F(y)\ .

Note that G(y) is nonempty since s selects from S. In addition, the point

s(y) is in a simplex of cfq , so one of its coordinates satisfies s¡(y) > l/q + 1.
This gives Cj(y) — 0¡ and in particular G(y) c C1(0,) is of diameter < e . We
verify that G is LSC at each point y £ Y . Let PCX be an open set meeting

G(y), and fix a point x e P n f)íe/ C¡(y) n F(y). Each set C,(y) is open and
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all but finitely many are equal to X. Hence there is ô > 0 such that

(5) B(x, S) = {x\d(x,x')<ô}çpnf] d(y).
iei

Consider a neighborhood Wx of y with the property

(6) Vy' £Wx:F(y')nB(x,ó)¿0.

Next, note that s(Wy), being relatively compact, is included in a finite sub-

complex of \cf\ ; cf. [46, p. 113]. This means that all but finitely many s¡ are

identically zero on Wy , and consequently there is a neighborhood W2 ç Wy of

y such that if i e / and s¡(y) < l/<7 + 1 then s¡(y') < 1/^ + 1 for all y' £W2.
This readily implies that

(7) Vy'eIF2,        Vi£l:C,(y)ÇCl(y').

If y' £ Wx n W2, then by (6) there is a point x £ F(y') n B(x, ô). By (5) and
(7), we find that x e G(y').

Having completed the proof that G is LSC, we apply the previous construc-

tion repeatedly to obtain a sequence (ir„)^=0 of LSC multifunctions with convex

closed values, such that

F0 = F;        F„(y) C F„_x(y) ;        diamFn(y) < I/n .

As F(y) is complete, the set n^o-^«^) consists of one point f(y) only.
The resulting function / : Y —> X selects from F and is easily seen to be

continuous.   G

The following observation due to Michael is of use in the proof of the general

Selection Theorem. Let 8? be a family of subsets of a space X, including all

singletons. Assume that every LSC multifunction F : Y -> X with values
in 3? admits a continuous selection. If A ç Y is closed, then each partial

selection / : A —> X of F extends to a full selection of F . This follows from

the fact that the multifunction F', defined by F'(y) = F(y) for y £ A and
F'(y) = {f(y)} for y £A, is LSC.

4.3. Theorem. Let X be a topological S4 convex structure with compact poly-

topes and with connected convex sets, and let d be a compatible metric on X.

(a) If X is separable and if Y is a T4 space, then each LSC multifunction

Y —o-> X with compact convex values admits a continuous selection.

(b) If Y is a paracompact space, then each LSC multifunction Y -o-» X with

convex and d-complete values admits a continuous selection.

Proof. Let e > 0 and let ô > 0 be associated to e (as in 2.6). Let F denote

the given multivalued function. Take a locally finite open cover ¿P refining the

covering 3§¡¡2 of all á/2-balls in X, and let T~ < F~X(£P) be an open cover

of Y which will be specified later. Define a map ro: \V\° -> X as follows.

For each Kef select Pv £ 3° such that V ÇF~\PV), and choose a point
Xy £ Py . We put ro(V) — xy . Next, define a multivalued function as follows.

R: \T\^X, R(u) = co{r0(V)\V £ a},

where a is the smallest simplex of 'V with u £ \a\. This multifunction is easily

seen to be LSC. If rn : \T\n -► X is a partial selection of R over \T\n , and if

a is an (n + l)-simplex of |2^|, then Proposition 4.2 and the remark preceding
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4.3 lead us to a partial selection of R over \a\ extending r„. This yields a

continuous extension rn+x of r„ selecting from R over \V\n+x. Proceeding

by induction, we finally obtain a continuous selection r: |f | —> X of R. In

each of the cases (a), (b), we now specify the open cover f.

Case (a). X being separable, we may assume that 3° is countable moreover.

As F is compact-valued, it follows that F~x(3°) is countable and point-finite.

Hence [19, p. 394] there exists a (countable) star-finite open refinement 'V of

F-\3>).

Case (b). As Y is paracompact, F~l(3°) admits a locally finite open refine-

ment T.
In both cases we infer that there exists a partition of unity (gv)ver subor-

dinate to "V. This yields a map g: Y -> |f |, and we show that

(*) Vy£Y:d(rg(y),F(y))<e.

Let a = {Vq, ... , Vk} be the smallest simplex of 'V with g(y) £ \a\. Then
gv¡(y) > 0 ; so y £ V,'[. Now r0(V¡) was chosen to be a point of some P, £ 3

with Vj ç F~l(P¡). Hence P, meets F(y) for each i. As 3 refines 3§¡¡2
and as ô is associated to e, we find that

rgöO £ co{r(V0),... , r(Vk)} ç coB(F(y),ô) ç B(F(y),e),

establishing (*).
Having shown that in each of the cases (a), (b), there is a "uniform approx-

imation" of F by maps F -> X, we proceed as follows to obtain a selection.

Let n £ N, let e > 0 be associated to 1/2«, and let g: Y -» X be e-close to

F. For each y £ Y, define

G(y) = Cl(coF(y)nB(g(y),s)).

Note that G(y) ¿ 0 and that diamG^) < l/n since

coB(g(y),e)CB(g(y),l/2n).

Let OCX be an open set meeting G(y) and fix a point

x£Onco(F(y)nB(g(y),e)).

By the third axiom of convexity there is a finite subcollection {xi, ... , x^} of

F(y) n B(g(y), e) with x € co{xi, ... , xk} . The operator co being LSC on

#fin W (cf. 2.3), there is a ô > 0 with co{x¡, ... , x[}nO ^ 0 for each k-tuple

of points x'i £ B(x¡, 5). By taking a smaller ¿ if necessary, we may assume in

addition that d(g(y), x,) + 28 < e for all i. Consider a neighborhood V of
y such that for all y' £ V and for each i = I, ..., k,

(i) d(g(y'), x¡) < d(g(y), xt) + ô ;
(ii) F(y') meets the set 5(x,, a).

If / £ V then fix x,' e F(y') n ß(x,, ¿) for each i = 1,..., k. We find that

d(g(y'), x'i) < d(g(y'), xt) + d(x¡, x¡) < d(g(y), x,) + 20 < e.

This yields

{x'x,...,x'k}c F(y') n B(g(y'), e) ;        co{x¡ ,...,x'k}C G(y'),
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and since x,' e B(x¡, S) for each i, we also have co{x{.x[}nO/0.

Consequently, G(y') meets O for each y' £ V.

By inductive application of this procedure, we arrive at a sequence (F„)„6n

of LSC multifunctions F -o-> X with Fo — F and F„+X(y) is a closed subset

of F„(y) of diameter < l/n for each n > 0 and y £ Y. There is only one

point f(y) in the set fl^U^« 00 > an<* tne resulting function / : F —► X is

clearly a continuous selection of F.   G

Two well-known selection theorems are plainly included in 4.3: the original

Michael Theorem in Fréchet vector spaces, [32], and Nadler's result on selecting

from subcontinua of a compact metric tree, [40]. Note that the restriction to
compact spaces is, in fact, redundant.

5. Absolute retracts, Hilbert cubes, and dimension

The main result in this section is the following.

5.1. Theorem. Let X be a metrizable S4 convex structure with compact poly-

topes and with connected convex sets. Then each nonempty convex set in X is

an absolute retract.

Proof. Observe that the assumptions on X are inherited by a convex subspace

of X. We just show that X is an absolute extensor (AE) for metric spaces.

To this end, let A be a closed subset of a metric space F and let g : A ^ X

be a mapping. We use a technique of Dugundji [13] to extend g over F.

Let d(y, A) denote the distance of y to A . The covering {B(y, d(y, A))\y £

Y\A} of Y\A admits a locally finite open refinement 2^. For each U £ %

we fix pu £ % and we choose an £ A in such a way that d(pu, au) <

2-d(pu, A). Consider a multifunction F : Y —°-> X defined as follows.

iU(y)}, if ye A;

I co{av\y £ U £ 2Q,    otherwise.

If y £ Y\A , then fli^ly £ U £%?} is a neighborhood of y such that for each
element y' of it, F(y') D F(y). Consequently, F is LSC. To see that F is

even continuous at a £ A, consider a convex neighborhood of g(y) in X and

argue as in [13, p. 358].
By Theorem 4.3, F has a continuous selection, which necessarily extends g

over F.    G

Each of the following spaces (satisfying the conditions of the last theorem)

are known to be absolute retracts: convex sets in metric locally convex vector

spaces [13, 4.2]; metric trees [5, 13.5]; and certain classes of compact metric

(semi-)lattices (folklore; these spaces are natural retracts of their hyperspace).

For spaces of order arcs (with given endpoints), selection seems to be the only

reasonable way to obtain the AR-property. For convex hyperspaces, the AR-

property is known in traditional cases: vector spaces, and compact trees (where

the convex hyperspace reduces to the hyperspace of subcontinua). See 5.4 for

new examples.

We finally note that each AR carries a Michael convexity, but a convex struc-

ture as in 5.1 requires a space which is both globally and locally an AR (by local

convexity).
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Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 have lead to various results on coinciding dimension
functions. For instance, in [58] it is shown that dim = ind = Ind = cd ' on a

class of arcwise connected Lawson semilattices. In completely distributive lat-

tices, the condition on arcwise connectedness can be dropped; cf. [56]. Finally,

[39] contains a result on compact spaces with a uniform convexity. Its proof

involves an application of Theorem 5.2 below.

Recall [53] or [51] that the convex dimension, cind(X), of a topological

convex structure X is defined by the following two rules, where -1 < n < oo.

(1) cind(X) = -l,iff X = 0.
(2) cind(X) < n + 1 iff for each convex closed set C ç X and for each

point p £ C there exist convex closed sets A, B covering X, such that

CnB = 0;       PÍA;    ciná(A PiB) <n.

This dimension function was studied in [51], where it was shown that cind of

a topological convex structure equals the Lebesgue dimension of the underlying

space provided the latter is separable and metrizable, in addition to the following

requirements on the convexity.

(i) Closure stability.
(ii) A convex closed set and a point outside are separated by a real-valued

CP map.
(iii) All convex sets are weakly homotopy trivial.

Note that the first and second condition are fulfilled on a uniform S4 convex

structure by the results of §2. The third is a consequence of Theorem 5.1. In
conclusion, we have

5.2. Theorem. If X is a separable, metrizable, S4 convex structure with con-

nected convex sets and with compact polytopes, then cind(X) = dim(Ar).   G

The elimination of weak homotopy triviality (cf. condition (iii) above) in

favour of more manageable conditions, like connectedness of convex sets and
uniform continuity of the hull operator, has been one of our motives to search

for a selection theorem.

Recall [43] that a collection sé of sets in a metric space is equi-uniformly

Lefschetz provided for each e > 0 there exists a S > 0 with the property

that every partial realization of norm < ô of a polyhedron into a set A £ sé ,
extends to a full realization of norm < e into A .

5.3. Corollary. If X is a metrizable S4 convex system with connected convex

sets and with compact polytopes, then the convexity of X is an equi-uniformly

Lefschetz family.

Proof. Fix e > 0 and consider ô > 0 such that admissible sets of diameter

< ô have a convex hull of diameter < e. Consider a polyhedron P with a

fixed triangulation. Let P0 ç P be a subpolyhedron including the 0-skeleton

P°, and let f, : Po -» C be a map into a convex set C of X. We assume Jo
is of norm < ô , that is

diam/o(|(T|nPo) <8

cd : cohomological dimension; cf. Cohen [9].
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for each simplex er of P. Note that the convex set C(er) = co fo(\o\ n Po) is

included in C and has diameter < e. After applying Theorem 5.1 to the 1-

skeleton of each simplex of P, we obtain an extension of f, to a map f: Px =

P0UPl -> C, with fx(\a\ nPO c C(a) for each simplex a of P. Having
obtained a mapping

(#) fi:Pi = Pi-iUPi-+C,

suchthat fi(\a\C\Pi) ç C(a) for each simplex a of P, application of Theorem

5.1 to the (i + l)-skeleton of each simplex yields an extension fi+x satisfying

(#) with i + 1 replacing i. This finally leads to an extension f:P^X of

fo ranging into C and such that f(\a\) ç C(a) for each simplex o of P. In

particular, / is of norm < e .   G

Pixley [43] raised the question of whether an LSC multifunction, taking val-

ues in an equi-uniformly Lefschetz family, admits a continuous selection. If the

domain is finite dimensional, then the answer is affirmative by Michael's results

of [33]. In particular cases, such as the system of convex sets of the Eberhart-
Nadler-Nowell space (cf. §3), the answer is also affirmative since the convex

system extends to a convex structure as required in the Selection Theorem 4.3.

This fact is used in our next result.

Recall (Ward [66]) that a Whitney map on a partially ordered space F is a

map w : F —> [0, 1 ] with the following properties.

(i) (Normalization) w(y) = 0 for y minimal and w(y) = 1 for y maxi-

mal.

(ii) (Isotony) If yx < y2, then w(yx) < w(y2).

Such functions are usually considered on hyperspaces of compact (connected)

sets. See Nadler [40]. In general, sets of type w~l(t) are called Whitney levels.
Petrus [42] has shown that a Whitney level of subcontinua need not be an AR,

even if the basic space is. On the other hand, she showed that Whitney levels of

subcontinua of a compact tree must be AR's. The following corollary (second

part) extends this result.

5.4. Corollary. Let X be a compact metrizable S4 convex structure with con-

nected convex sets. Then the following hold.

( 1 )  The space of all maximal arcs of convex closed sets is an AR.

(2) Each Whitney level of the convex hyperspace is an AR.

Proof of (I). Let W denote the convexity of X. As usual, C(X, W) denotes the

corresponding convex hyperspace and AC(X, W) is the corresponding space of

maximal arcs. The hyperspace of subcontinua of X is C(X), and then YC(X)

is the Eberhart-Nadler-Nowell space of all arcs in C(X). It is shown in [16] that

rC(X) is an AR. We construct a retraction TC(X) —> AC(X, W) as follows.

First, an arc a in C(X) is replaced with the corresponding arc a' of convex

closures. Then we attach two continuously selected arcs of convex closed sets,

one joining some singleton to the initial element of a', the other one joining

the final element of a' to X.
As for the first process, consider a continuous selection

(3) g:C(X,&)^X,
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that is:  g(C) £ C for all C. Then consider the multivalued function

G:C(X,W)^-> rC(X),        G(C) = {ß\ß joins g(C), C}.

A straightforward proof, that G is LSC and has compact convex values, is left

to the reader. Select continuously from G, and replace the resulting arcs by the

corresponding arcs of convex closures. This describes the "prepending" process.

Secondly, consider the LSC multifunction

H: C(X, W) ̂  YC(X),        H(C) = {y\y joins C, X},

which has compact and convex value sets. A continuously selected arc is again

replaced with the arc of convex closures, and is used in the "appending" process.

This completes the description of a retraction and establishes (1).

Proof of 2. Let w: C(X, W) -> [0, 1] be a Whitney map and let 0 < t < 1.
The multifunction

F: w~\t) -<~ A(X),        F(C) = {a\a contains g(C), C}

(where g is the mapping described in (3) above) is LSC and has compact convex

value sets. We extract a continuous selection of it, and we transform each arc

into the corresponding arc of convex closures. Since the elements of w~x(t)

are mutually incomparable, we obtain an embedding of this compact space into

AC(X ,W).On the other hand, there is an "evaluation" map

et:AC(X,W)^w-\t),

sending an arc to its one-and-only member at the Mevel. This map retracts

AC(X, %) back onto w~l(t). By the first part of the Corollary, w~l(t) is an

AR.    G

Remark.2 For a space X as above, one can easily verify that the endpoint map

e: AC(X ,W)^>X, sending a maximal arc in C(X, W) to its (singleton) end,

is open. For each x £ X, the fiber e~l(x) is a convex subspace of AC(X, W),
and hence it is an AR by Theorem 5.1. One might think this is far enough

to conclude that AC(X, W) is an AR. It is not. Taylor [47] constructed a

cell-like surjection of a space onto the Hubert cube Q which is not a shape

equivalence. By a result of Kozlowski, van Mill, and Walsh [28], such a map

can be transformed into a mapping Z —> Q which is an open retraction with

AR fibers, and which is not a hereditary shape equivalence. By a result of

Kozlowski [27, Theorem 10], its domain Z cannot be an AR.

We proved in [53, 6.12] that if X is a finite dimensional convex structure with

connected convex sets, then the intersection of all dense convex subsets of X is

dense. In particular, every two dense convex sets intersect. Hence this property

must also hold in spaces with a nonempty, convex, open, and finite dimensional

subspace, that is: in spaces which are "somewhere finite dimensional." This

observation may contribute to the appreciation of the following result.

5.5. Theorem. Let X be a (locally) compact metrizable S4 convex structure

with connected convex sets and with compact polytopes. If every pair of polytopes

on X can be approximated by a pair of disjoint polytopes—in particular, if there

21 am indebted to Jan van Mill for this observation.
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¿s a pair of disjoint, dense, and convex subsets in X—then X is a Hilbert cube

(manifold).

Proof. As X is an AR in Theorem 5.1, by a result of Torunczyk [50, p. 36] it

suffices to show that each pair of mappings /', g: Q -* X (where Q denotes

the Hilbert cube) can be approximated with mappings having disjoint images.
To this end, let cf be a convex open cover of X, and consider a barycentric

refinement f of some star refinement of cf. Furthermore, let W be a finite

open cover of Q refining both /~'(f ) and ^"'(^H- Choose a point tw £ W

for each W £ W and consider the following polytopes.

P(f) = co{f(tw)\W £ W} ;    P(g) = co{g(tw)\W £ W}.

By assumption, we obtain a pair of disjoint polytopes P'(f), P'(g) which are

f-close to P(f), P(g), respectively. For each W £ W we fix two points as

follows: yw £ P'(f) is 'V-close to f(tw), and zw £ P'(g) is T-close to
g(tw) ■ This leads to the following LSC polytope-valued multifunctions.

F : Q - X : F(t) = co{yw\t £ W},     G : Q - X : G(t) = co{zw\t £ W}.

Take continuous selections /', g', respectively. For t £ Q we see that the

points yw with W 3 t are in the set st(st(/(i), "V)"V), which in turn is

included in some O e cf. As O is convex, we find that F(t) ç O and,

consequently, that f(t) and f'(t) are ¿f-close. Similarly, g(t) is ¿f-close to

g'(t). The images of f, g' are evidently disjoint.   G

The simplest case where this result applies is the following. Let C be a com-

pact infinite dimensional convex set of a topological vector space. Elementary

considerations yield that every pair of polytopes can be approximated with a

pair of disjoint polytopes. Hence, if C is metrizable and locally convex, then

C is a Hilbert cube. This result is known as Keller's Theorem, [4, p. 100, 36,

p. 378].
For a quick second example, consider the superextension of a nontrivial met-

ric continuum X. The resulting topological convex structure is compact by

construction, connected by [63, p. 99], and (topologically) metrizable by [63, p.

107]. Its convex sets are connected (cf. 3.3), and here is a method to produce
two disjoint dense convex subsets. Elementary topological considerations yield

two disjoint dense subsets Ax, A2 of the original space X. Then the desired

convex sets are (with the notation of 3.3):

C¡ = |J{F+|F ç Ai, F finite}       (i = 1, 2).

In [59] we have obtained a much stronger result stating that a convex closed

subset of a superextension (as above) is either a one-point set or is a topological

copy of the Hilbert cube. The lengthy proof is based again on the Selection The-

orem but, in addition, it requires more specific results from infinite dimensional

topology.
For a final application, we consider the space A(S) of all maximal order

arcs in an arcwise connected Lawson semilattice S. For instance, if X is

a continuum and if p £ X, then S can be taken as the hyperspace of all

subcontinua of X containing p .
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Figure 3. Arc modification

5.6. Theorem. Let S be an arcwise connected metric Lawson semilattice with

a top element. If S is not reduced to an arc, then A(S) is homeomorphic to the
Hilbert cube.

Proof. If S is not an arc, then there is a point of S each neighborhood of

which has incomparable elements. There clearly is a largest point xo with this

property. Note that each arc joining the bottom element 0 with the top element

1 passes through xo , and that the upper set > (xo) is a (possibly degenerate)

arc k° . See Figure 3.

Let ô > 0 and take p > 0 such that p-close pairs of points have ¿-close

infima. Consider two incomparable points a, b in some order-convex neigh-
borhood N of xo of diameter < ô . Let tca, Kb be two arcs joining xo with

a, b, respectively. Being included in N, these arcs have diameter < ô .
If y is an arc joining 0 to 1, then define ya = (aAy)UKaUK°. This yields a

new arc joining 0 to 1. As a, x0 are /»-close, the sets a Ay, xoAy are ô -close.

Note that the second arc is the part of y from 0 up to Xo. Furthermore, y
and ya share the arc k° . As diam Ka < ô, we conclude that y and y" are

¿•-close.
In a similar way, we can modify y into an arc yb — (b A y) U Kb U k° joining

0,1, and which is ¿-close to y.
This is used to approximate two polytopes P = co{ai, ... ,an}; Q —

co{/?i, ... , ßm} in A(S) with disjoint polytopes as follows. Let e > 0 and

let 6 > 0 be such that ¿-close sets in A(S) have e-close hulls. The above
procedure leads us to two polytopes of type

Pa = co{aax,...,aan};        Qb = co{j8f , ... , ßbm},

which are e-close to the respective originals. Now each member of the first

is an arc through a, whereas each member of the second passes through b.

Therefore, the approximating polytopes are disjoint   G

By way of example, a continuum X is indecomposable at p £ X provided all

subcontinua containing p are mutually comparable. Note that X is hereditarily

indecomposable, [40, p. 17], iff it is indecomposable at each point. If a metric
continuum is decomposable at p , then the space of all maximal arcs of continua

ending at p is a Hilbert cube.
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6. Approximation and fixed points

We first work towards a result of G. Beer [2, Theorem 1 ] on approximating

USC convex-valued functions by singlevalued ones. Weaker results were ob-

tained earlier by Cellina (cf. [7, 8]). We do not only generalize these results

to nonvector spaces, but we also give a simpler proof based on two ordinary

selection procedures.

Recall that an enlargement of a multifunction is one with larger value sets.

If X, F are metric spaces, then a USC closed-valued function F -o-> X has a

closed graph in Y x X, and it makes sense to consider the Hausdorff distance

between such functions (Y x X with Cartesian metric).

6.1. Lemma. Let X be a complete, metric, S4 convex structure with compact

polytopes and with connected convex sets, and let F: Y -o-> X be a USC func-

tion with compact convex values. Then for each e > 0 there is a continuous

enlargement of F with compact convex value sets, and which is e-close to F.

Proof. Let W denote the convexity of X and let d be the complete compatible

metric. The convex hyperspace is convexified with the "Vietoris" point of view;

see 3.7. It inherits the properties S4 , compactness of polytopes, connectedness

of all convex sets, and metrizability. In fact, the Hausdorff metric induced by

d is compatible with the Vietoris convexity, [57, 1.4]. Note that this metric is
complete on the hyperspace of all compacta, [19], and hence it is complete on

the closed subspace C(X, W), consisting of all compact convex sets. Hence,

C(X, <&) is completely metrizable as a topological convex structure.
First, consider the following multifunction.

F: Y ̂ ~C(X,W);        ?(y) = {C\F(y) C C £ C(X, W)}.

Clearly, the collection ^(y) is convex closed. To see that y is LSC at y g F,
consider a basic open set (Ox, ... , 0„) (notation of 1.4) of the hyperspace, and

let C £ (Ox, ... , 0„)nSr(y). Then C C [J"=1 O, and by Theorem 2.6, there

is a convex open set OCX with F(y) ç C ç O ç 0 ç y, O,■■. As 9~ is USC,
we find a neighborhood W of y with F (y1) ç O whenever y' £ W. choose

x,: £ C n Oi for i = l, ... , n , and consider y' £ W. The set

C' = Clco(F(/)U{xi,...,x„})

is compact by Theorem 2.8. As O is convex, we find that C ç O, whence

C'£f(y')n(Ox,...,On).
Note that a continuous selection of SF is just a continuous enlargement of

F with compact convex value sets. To complete the proof of the lemma, we

restrict the "choice margins" of S? such that any continuous selection of the

shrunken map is as required. To this end, let ô > 0 be such that ¿-close subsets

of X have e/2-close hulls. For each y £ Y pick a neighborhood Uy such that

( 1 ) diam Uy < s.

(2) Vy'£Uy:F(y')CB(F(y),ô).

Choose a locally finite open refinement 'V of {Uy\y £ Y}, and fix a closed

shrinking 2 = {Dy\V £ "V} of 'V, that is:   Dy is a closed set included in
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V for all V £ y. Such covers exist, [14, VII.6.1]. For y £ Y we obtain a
neighborhood

(3) ^(y) = r\{V\y£V£T-}\[j{Dy\y ÍDV}.

Finally, for each V £ y we fix a point p(V) with V C UP(V). Consider the

set

M, r , ,      ( B(F(p(V)),ô), ify£Dv;

(4) Cv{y) = \x, otherwise.

By (3), we find Cy(y) Ç Cy(y') for y' £ W(y). This readily implies lower
semicontinuity of the multifunction 3? : Y —o-^ C(X, W), defined by the pre-

scription

5?(yO=Clícoí C\(Cy(y))n^(y)j\
<veT

= Cl(co{C\F(y)çC£C(X,W); W £ T: C ç Cv(y)})

(convex hull taken in the convex hyperspace). The set &(y) is evidently closed

and convex. By virtue of (2), it contains the "element" F(y). Extract a contin-

uous selection G from %?. We must verify that if x £ G(y), then (y, x) is e-

close to some point of (the graph of ) F . Let V £ y be such that y £ Dy , and

consider the corresponding point p(V) with V ç UP(V). Then d(y, p(V)) < e

by (1), whereas by (3),

G(y) ç Cl(coCV{y)) = Cl(coB(F(p(V)), ¿))

ç Cl(B(F(p(V)), e/2)) Ç B(F(p(V)), e).

Hence, x is e-close to some point of F(p(V)), establishing the result.   G

A result similar to Lemma 6.1 has been obtained by Aseev [6] for the stan-

dard convexity of X = W . We now present the second announced selection

procedure.

6.2. Lemma. Let X be a metric S4 convex structure with connected convex

sets and with compact polytopes, and let Y be a metric space without isolated

points. If G : Y —o-> X is continuous and has compact convex values, then for

each e > 0 there is a continuous (single-valued) selection of G, the graph of
which is e-close to G.

Proof. Let 2^ be a locally finite open cover of X with sets of diameter < e .

For each U £% let

V(U) = {y\G(y)nU¿0}.

This set is open since G is LSC. For each y £ Y there is an open set O ç

X such that G(y) ç O and O meets only finitely many U £ %. As G is

USC, there is a neighborhood W(y) of y such that G(y') C O whenever

y' £ W(y). In particular, W(y) meets only finitely many of the sets V(U),

U £ %, showing that the corresponding cover of F is locally finite.

For each U £ "%¿ we fix a closed discrete set S(U) ç V(U) which is e-close

to V(U). As F has no isolated points and as the open sets V(U) constitute a
locally finite collection, care can be taken that S(U) n S(U') - 0 for U ^ U'.

The set A = \Ju^S(U)  yields a closed and discrete subspace of F, and
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a continuous partial selection g: A —* X of G is obtained as follows. For

a £ A, say: a £ S(U), choose g-(a) e G(a) n £/. Any extension of g to a full

continuous selection of G is e-close to the graph of G.   O

6.3. Theorem. Let X be a metric S4 convex structure with connected convex

sets and with compact polytopes. Let Y be a metric space without isolated points,

and let F : Y —o-> X be a USC, compact convex-valued function. Then for each

e > 0 there is a map Y -> X the graph of which is e-close to F.

Proof. According to [52, 2.6, 2.7], X extends to a complete metric convex

structure X* inheriting all properties of X currently considered. Moreover,

X is a dense convex subspace of X*. Put F*(y) — ClF(y) (closure in X*)

and enlarge F* to a continuous multifunction G : Y -°-+ X* (as in 6.1), which

is e/3-close to F. Next, select a map g: Y —► X from G having its graph

at a distance less than e/3 away from G. Finally, a simple application of the

selection theorem yields a map /: Y ^ X ç X* which is e/3-close to g (even

in the sup-metric). Then / is the desired approximation to F .   G

Our next goal is to establish a semilattice-theoretic counterpart of Theorem

6.1 which is based on the natural concepts of upper- and lower semicontinuity

of functions into certain semilattices.

6.4. Continuous semilattices. Let S be a semilattice, and let x, y £ S. Then

x is way-below y—in symbols: x <c y—provided for each up-directed set

DCS with supZ) > y it is true that d > x for some d £ D. A complete

semilattice 5 is continuous provided each y £ S is the supremum of all x e S

with x < y . We quote two elementary facts for later use. See [20, 1.1].

(1) If x,; < y for i — 1,2, then supjxi, X2} < y.

(2) If x < z then there exists a point y with r«y«z (interpolation

property).

The fundamental theorem of continuous semilattices states that the complete

continuous semilattices are exactly the ones admitting a compatible, compact,

Hausdorff, and locally convex topology. See [20, VI.3.4]. This combines with a

result of Lawson, [29, Corollary 16]: a semilattice admits at most one compati-

ble, compact Hausdorff topology. For a continuous semilattice S, this topology

is generated by the open sets of type

(3) »(x) = {y|x«y},        X£S;

(4) S\>(x) = {y\xiy},    x£S.

If F is a space and if S is a continuous semilattice, then a function F —> 5 is

lsc (resp. use) provided it inverts the sets of type (3) (resp., (4)) into open sets of

F. It is easily verified that /: F -> S is lsc iff its upper graph {(y, s)\s > f(y)}
is closed, and that / is use iff its lower graph (defined similarly) is closed.

A classical example of a continuous semilattice is the hyperspace H(X) of
a compact space X. The partial order is reverse inclusion (containment), and

the intrinsic topology is the Vietoris topology, [20, VI.3.8]. As a consequence of
inverting the inclusion-order in H(X), an LSC (USC) closed-valued function

corresponds to a use (lsc) function into the semilattice H(X). In the sequel,

we will specify the viewpoint.

Let [F, S] denote the collection of all lsc functions Y -* S. Note that this

set is a semilattice under "pointwise" ordering of functions. The infimum of
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infinite families may exist, but is usually not the pointwise infimum. In [20,

pp. 137-138] it is shown that if F is locally compact, then [F, S] is complete

and continuous semilattice. For a compact space F, this can also be seen from

the fact that [F, S] is isomorphic to the hyperspace of all upper closed sets in

Y x S. The latter are sets A projecting onto Y, and such that (y, s) £ A and

s < s' imply (y, s') £ A. The semilattice operation is the union operation.

6.5. Theorem. Let S be an arcwise connected metrizable Lawson semilattice,

the intervals of which depend continuously on their endpoints. Let Y be a locally
compact space.

(a) If fo, f: Y —> S are lsc functions such that fo<f\, then there exists

a continuous function /: y -> S with fi> < f -C fx.
(b) Each lsc function Y -> S is the supremum of an updirected family of

continuous functions Y —>£.

(c) If Y is separable and metrizable, then each lsc function Y —> S is the

supremum of an increasing sequence of continuous functions Y -> S.

Proof. The way-below relation in [F,5] can be described as follows. Let

fo, f\ € [^» S]. Then f0 < fx iff there exist open sets U¡, V, ç Y such
that U[ ç Vi, U"=1 U¡; = F, together with points s¡ «; t¡ of S, such that for
all i,

yeUr=*f0(y)<Si;       y e Vf =» t¡ < fx{y).

Consider a multifunction F : Y —o-> S, defined by

F(y) = [sup{s,\y £ Uf}, sup{i,|y £ V¡}}.

Note that F(y) is nonempty and that F(y') D F(y) whenever y' is in the

y-neighborhood

f){Vi\y£Vl}\{J{U-\y i U-}.
i=i i=i

So F is LSC (as a multifunction). Let / be a continuous selection of F. If

y £ Ui then

fo(y)<sup{Si\y£U-}<f(y).

On the other hand, let ix, ... , ik be all values of i for which y £ V¡. Then

f(y)<sup{tl\y£Vi}<fx(y),

and it follows that f < fx .
We prove (a) as follows. As [F, S] is a continuous semilattice, the interpo-

lation property 6.4(2) holds: there is a f[ £ [Y, S] with f0 <C f'x <C fx . By the
above argument, there is a continuous /: F —► S with f0 < f < f[ < f .

As for (b), let g : Y —► S be lsc. If fx, ... , fn are continuous functions

F -> S with fi<.g for all i, then sup{/i ,...,/„}< g. See 6.4(1). Note
that the map on the left is lsc, but not necessarily continuous. By (a), however,

there is a continuous /: F -> S with

sup{/i, ...,f„}<f<g.

To obtain (c), we use [20, p. 172]: the weight of the space [F, S] is the

maximum of weight(F) and weight(S). Hence [F, S] is metrizable if Y is

separable and metrizable. Now (c) follows from (b).   G
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Part (a) is presented in [20, p. 49] in case of the extended real line, and part (c)

has been given by Tong [49] for the real line. There is another "classical" result

on M concerning the existence of continuous functions which are in between a

use and an lsc function; see [49 and 11]. Our next result is an extension of this

to a class of compact lattices.

The quoted results on R are at the roots of continuous selection theory. See

the introductory section of [32]. In a sense, Michael focussed on the linear

structure of E, whereas we have been concentrating on the aspect of order.

6.6. Theorem. Let L be a compact, connected, metrizable topological lattice

with small meet-semilattices, let Y be a T4 space, and let fo, fx : Y —> L
be such that fi, is use, fx is lsc, and fo < fi ■ Let A ç L be closed and let

f':A^L be a continuous function such that fo\A < f ' < fx\A . Then there is

a continuous function f: Y -> L extending f, and such that fo < f < fi ■

Note that if A ç Y is closed, then the function / : Y —> [0, 1], defined by
f(y) — 0 for y e A and f(y) = 1 for y £ A, is lsc and the function 1 - /
is use. With these examples in mind, Theorem 6.6 can be seen to include the

classical Urysohn and Tietze Theorems in topology.

Proof of the theorem. L can be seen as a continuous (meet)-semilattice. Hence,

its topology must be the "intrinsic" one. The fact that this topology also makes
the "join"-operation continuous is a profitable bonus. The following multivalued

function is LSC:

F:Y^L;        F(y) = [f0(y), fx(y)].

Indeed, let O ç L be an open set meeting F(y) in a point u. We assume that

O is of the "basic" type, > (v) n r)"=l S\ > (vi) (see 6.4 for notation). By the
interpolation property, we can choose v' with «««'«u. Then v' < /i(y),

and since fx is lsc, there is a neighborhood Ux of y with

(1) Vy'eJJ, :       t/«/i(y')-

We next show that for each x £ L the function Y —► L, y i-> f0(y) V x ,

is use. To this end, suppose fo(y) V x J* w. The set Aw = {t\t v x > w} is
closed by the continuity of the operation "V". Also, t < s and t £ Aw imply

s £ Aw ; in particular, if t £ Aw then f0(y) J* t. As t is the supremum of

all t' <C t, there is a t' of this kind with fo(y) ¿t t'. As fo is use, we obtain

a neighborhood Ut of y with fo(y') ^ t' for all y' £ Ut. Now » (t1) is an
open neighborhood of t £ Aw, and by the compactness of the latter, a finite

number of sets » (t') suffices to cover it. Suppose these sets correspond with

tx, ... , tm . Then U = f|™ i Utj is a neighborhood of y with fo(y') £ Aw for
all y' £U.

Having established "use", we proceed as follows. For each i — I, ... , n we

have uW' ¿t v¡ and hence that fo(y) V v' ~£ u,. As we showed earlier, there is

a neighborhood i/o of y with

(2) Vy'efy0:       fo(y') V v' t "ii,        i=l,...,n.

By (1) and (2), for each y' £ U0 n Ux,

fo(y')<W)vv'<fx(y');       v<f0(y')Vv'^Vi,        i=l,...,n,

whence F(y') meets O in fo(y') V v'.
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The result now follows from the Selection Theorem.   G

The remainder of this section is concerned with fixed point problems. The

first result does not involve the Selection Theorem, but relies on the auxiliary

Theorem 4.1. Acyclicity is understood relative to Cech homology over a field.

6.7. Theorem. Let X be a compact space, equipped with a closure stable and

S4 convexity in which convex sets are connected. If X is properly locally convex,

then X has the fixed point property for USC multifunctions with closed and
acyclic value sets.

Proof. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of X. If 2^ is an open (in X)

cover of C, then by proper local convexity there is a convex open cover of C

refining í¿. The second cover has a contractible nerve on C. This shows that

C has trivial Cech homology, and it follows that X is a convexoid space in the
sense of Leray [31]. Alternatively, X is an lc space (Begle, [3]).

We conclude that X has a fixed point property as described above.   G

Aside of the "traditional" applications of this result, there is a new one on

invariant arcs; see [62]. Keimel and Wieczorek [25] use the term Kakutani fixed

point property to describe the condition that each USC multifunction with con-

vex closed value sets, and mapping a topological convex structure X into itself,

has a fixed point. They obtained the remarkable result that if X is compact and

if each convex closed set has a base of convex closed neighborhoods, then X

has the Kakutani fixed point property provided all polytopes of X with vertices

in a prescribed dense subset of X have the property.
Dugundji and Granas [15] observed that Michael's Selection Theorem leads

to a fixed point theorem for LSC convex closed-value maps in a compact convex

subset of locally convex vector space. A comparable result on compact trees

(obtained with more elementary techniques) has appeared in [45].

We now use the quotient technique of 3.9 to obtain the following new result.

6.8. Theorem. Let X be a compact space with a uniform S4 convexity in which

convex sets are connected, and let F : X -o-> X be an LSC multifunction with
convex values. For each pseudo-metric d on X there is a point x e X with

d(x,F(x)) = 0.

Proof. Let q : X —» X be the topological quotient corresponding to the pseudo-

metric d. By the Factorization Theorem [39, 3.1], there is a uniform CP

quotient ?*:I-»I* such that

(1) q factors through q*, that is: there is a map g: X* -+ X such that
goq* = q.

(2) The weight of X* equals the weight of X ; in particular, X* is (topo-

logically, hence also convexly) metrizable.

As we noted in 3.9, a uniform quotient maps convex sets to convex sets as well.

This yields an LSC convex-valued multifunction !-»!*; x >-> q*F(x)~ . By

(2) we can take a selection /. Now we have two maps /, q* : X —> X*, giving

rise to a USC multifunction X -> X, x >-> q*~l(f(x)) which by Theorem 6.7
has a fixed point x. By ( 1 ) we find that

q(x) = gq*(x) = gf(x) £ gq*F(x)- = qF(x),

which is as desired.   G
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If the above quotient technique is applied to a compact convex subset X of

a locally convex vector space, then the resulting CP quotient X* need not be

a standard convex set (see the example in 3.9). In this way, the above result

really uses abstract convexity, even in standard situations, and one may wonder

whether there is a proof of this result, which is exclusively in terms of standard

convexity.

A second question is whether Theorem 6.8 can be strengthened to obtain a

true fixed point theorem (at least, if the value sets are closed). Smithson's result

in [45] shows it does for trees, but this case is perhaps not representative.
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